WHAT IS THE ROLE FOR EIB GLOBAL WITHIN THE EUROPEAN FINANCIAL ARCHITECTURE FOR DEVELOPMENT?

CounterBalance, the CEE Bankwatch Network and Eurodad will launch a new report written by eminent researcher on public banks, Thomas Marois (SOAS University of London), and commissioned by Eurodad. The launch will feature a panel discussion including representatives from the European Investment Bank (EIB), European Commission, European Parliament and civil society.

Please note: This event will be held under Chatham House Rules.

PROGRAMME

13-13:30  Accreditation
Registered participants will be sent further instructions on how to enter in the European Parliament. You will need to bring the ID document you used during the online registration.

13:30  Access to room Altiero Spinello 5E1 (coffee & tea will be available)

14:00  Welcome by MEP Erik Marquardt (Greens/ EFA) & Jean Saldanha (Eurodad)
Presentation of the report “Shaping the future of EIB Global: Reclaiming public purpose in development finance” by Thomas Marois (Pre-recorded)

14:20-15:20  Panel discussion

Catherine Collin, Senior Managerial Advisor, EIB Global
Filippo Munisteri, Deputy Head of Unit L1, ECFIN, European Commission
MEP Erik Marquardt, Greens/EFA
MEP Udo Bullmann, S&D
Anna Roggenbuck, EIB policy officer, CEE Bankwatch network
San Billal, Senior Executive and Head, ECDPM
Moderator: Jean Saldanha, Director, Eurodad

15:20-15:50  Questions and answers with the audience

15:50  Closing remarks from Anna Roggenbuck (CEE Bankwatch network)

16-16:30  Networking

This event is co-funded by the European Union. Its contents are the sole responsibility of Eurodad and its partners, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Union.